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THE ALU D&T CHALLENGE

Deliver through a project or club
The resources and competition are a great activity for a club or independent learning project, and challenge students to think about 
some real, contemporary design issues.

There’s no set time requirement and you can make the project anything from a quick activity to an extended challenge. These ideas 
give you a handy starting point you can easily adapt to suit your needs, and you can use the classroom presentation to help you.

GET DESIGNING

• Introduce the competition.

• Explain that students can work alone or in groups of  
up to four.

• Hand out copies of the three Design challenge 
guides and let students decide which one(s) they would 
like to enter.

• Review the Design challenge guides and draw 
students’ attention to the Design brief and ‘Get creative!’ 
section – if entering the competition they need to meet 
these criteria in their entries.

• Hand out copies of the four student information 
sheets, About aluminium, About aluminium 
manufacture, About design and About 
sustainability. Explain that students need to use these 
ideas and their own research to help them come up with a 
strong entry. (There are more ideas on the previous page.) 

• To help them, share a Previous successful entry 
sheet, or students can download a sample entry from 
learningaluminium.co.uk/aludtchallenge or read  
it online. Explain that students don’t need to match this 
sample entry, but instead provide their own best work. 
Ask students to identify ways in which this entry might 
stand out for the judges, for example through elements of 
the design and annotations, and how the 6Rs have been 
considered. Students should recognise that this entry 
has demonstrated an understanding of the properties of 
aluminium and other materials by justifying the selection 
of the materials.

• Brief students on when you need them to bring in their 
completed entries and encourage them to continue their 
research to develop their design ideas at home.

• When gathering in entries, ensure each student or group 
completes an entry form,which you also must sign.

FILM HUB

The Learning Aluminium Film Hub contains many 
further resources to help inspire your students. You may find 
the following especially useful.

Introducing the competition:

• Meet the 2016 winners 
https://learningaluminium.co.uk/about/film-hub/alu-dt-
challenge-2016-meet-winners/

• Meet the 2015 winners 
https://learningaluminium.co.uk/about/film-hub/alu-dt-
challenge-2015-celebration-event/

On design:

• A closer look at design in the packaging industry 

https://learningaluminium.co.uk/about/film-hub/top-tips-
creating-winning-design-alu-dt-challenge/

• Design for the future with Jaguar Landrover 
https://learningaluminium.co.uk/about/film-hub/alu-dt-
challenge-advice-creating-winning-entry/

On aluminium: 

• The aluminium life cycle 
https://learningaluminium.co.uk/teacher-resources/
aluminium-life-cycle-11-14/ 

• The use of aluminium at Jaguar Landrover  
https://learningaluminium.co.uk/about/film-hub/
working-aluminium-technical-specialist-jaguar-land-rover/ 
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